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Abstract

Let £ be a C*-bundle over T with fibres {At}l€A. Suppose that A is the C*-algebra of sections
of £ which vanish at infinity, and that (A,G,a) is a C*-dymanical system such that, for each
/ 6 T, the ideal It = {f e A\f(t) = 0} is G-invariant. If in addition, the stabiliser group of
each P € Prim(/i) is amenable, then A xQ G is the section algebra of a C*-bundle with fibres
{A, xQ G},eT.

The above theorem may be used to prove a structure theorem for crossed products built
from C*-dynamical systems (A, G, a) where the action of G on A is smooth. Assuming that the
stabiliser groups are amenable, then A xQ G has a composition series such that each quotient is
a section algebra of a C*-bundle where the fibres are of the form Ag »a G; moreover, the Ag
correspond to locally closed subsets of Prim(A), and G acts transitively on Prim(A3). In many
cases, in particular when (G,A) is separable, the As xQ G have been computed explicitly by other
authors.

These results are actually proved for twisted C* -dynamical systems.

1980 Mathematics subject classification (Amer. Math. Soc.) (1985 Revision): 46 L 05.

1. Introduction

It is a classical theorem in the theory of C*-algebras that type I C* -algebras
have composition series of ideals {Jg\0 < 5 < do}, such that the quotients,
Js+i/Jd> have tractable properties. For instance one may insist that the quo-
tient algebras be GCR, CCR, or even have continuous trace ([3], [14]). In
this paper, it will be shown that, under suitable hypotheses, crossed products,
A xi Q G, for which the action of G on A is smooth, have composition series
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in which the quotients are section algebras of C* -bundles with fibres that are
smaller and hopefully, more manageable than the original algebra (Theorem
3.2). As a corollary, one can prove, with slightly different hypotheses, a the-
orem of Takesaki characterizing type I crossed product algebras when the
action is smooth [16, Theorem 6.1].

To prove the above, a theorem about crossed products of section algebras
is required. Namely, suppose that (A,G,a) is an is//-regular C*-dynamical
system with each stabiliser group for the action of G on Prim A amenable, and
that A = ro(£), where <* is a C*-algebra bundle over T with fibres {A,\t e T}.
If the kernel of the natural map of A onto A, is (7-invariant for every t s T,
then A xa G is the C-algebra of sections of a C*-bundle over T with fibres
{A, *aG\t e T} (Theorem 2.1). For example, suppose that A = C0(fl), so that
(<7, Q) is a locally compact transformation group, and that (G, Q) is second
countable. If il/G is Hausdorff, then A »a G is a section algebra over Q/G
and the fibre over G • x is isomorphic to C*(GX) ® M (L2(G'/'Gx,pi)), where
Gx is the stabiliser group at x and ji is any quasi-invariant measure on G/Gx

(cf. Corollary 3.3).
Unless stated otherwise, all ideals are assumed to be closed and two-sided.

Homomorphisms between C*-algebras will always be *-preserving and rep-
resentation will mean non-degenerate *-representation. If A and B are sub-
algebras of C, then A • B denotes the closed linear span of products from A
and B. If A is a C*-algebra, then J?{A) denotes the multiplier algebra of
A ([1]), and ^7~{A) denotes the space of ideals of A endowed with the inner
hull-kernel topology (cf. [8, page 208], or the remarks preceding Lemma 2.4
in [17]). Recall that a sub-basis for the topology on £F(A) is

j = {I €

The majority of the research for this paper was carried out while the author
was a student at the University of California at Berkeley. The results, in
slightly weaker form, formed part of the author's doctoral dissertation written
under the supervision of Marc Rieffel. Also, at the suggestion of others, the
author reorganized the proof of Theorem 2.1 so that [13, Theorem 4] could
be used directly.

I would like to take the opportunity to thank Professor Rieffel for his help
and guidance during the writing of this dissertation.

2. Crossed products of section algebras

For the basic facts concerning crossed product algebras the reader is en-
couraged to consult [2], [4], [14], and [16]. The standard reference for twisted
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crossed products is [8], where they were studied under the name of twisted
covariance algebras. For convenience, we establish some notation and state
some essential facts. Let (A, G, a) be a dynamical system. The crossed prod-
uct algebra, A xa G, is the enveloping C*-algebra of L1 (G, A), where L1 (G, A)
is the Banach *-algebra of all Bochner integrable ^-valued functions on G
with respect to a fixed left Haar measure on G. Multiplication and involu-
tion are denned by

f*g(s)= f Ar)ar(g(r-ls))dr,
JG

A covariant representation, (VL, ML), of (G, A) gives a non-degenerate rep-
resentation, L of A x a G whose action on / e CC{G, A) is given by

L(f)= / ML(f(s))VL(s)ds.
JG

Note that the representation of A xa G on itself by left multiplication is the in-
tegrated form of (V, M) where V{s)f(r) = <*,(/($-'/•)) and M{a)f(r) = af{r)
for j / e G . a e ^ , and / € CC(G, ̂ ) . These actions induce homomorphisms
RG and /?^ of G and ^ into ^f (A xa G) [8].

A twisted C*-dynamical system {A, G, a, x) is a dynamical system (A, G, a)
together with a continuous homomorphism r of a closed normal subgroup Nt

of G into the group of unitaries in J?(A), equipped with the strict topology,
and such that

(1) x(n)ax(n'i) = an(a),

and

(2) x(sns~l) = as(x(n)),

where n e NT, s e G, a e A, and d* is the canonical extension of a, to Jf{A).
If / is the ideal of Jt(A x a G) generated by {RG(n)RA(a) - x(n)RA(a)\n e Nz

and a e A}, then the twisted crossed product A »T
a G is defined to be the

quotient A xQ G/(I f l i x a G). Notice that the representations of A x* G
are exactly those corresponding to covariant pairs (VL,ML) which satisfy
VL{n) — ML{X{TI)) for all n e NT. Of course, we have homomorphisms RX

G

and RX
A of G and A in J?{A >tx

a G) by composing RG and RA with the quotient
map.

Since it will be convenient to make considerable use of the maps between
spaces of ideals introduced in [8], we include the basic definitions.

Firstly, there is a map Ex from 3~{A) to ̂ {A xx
a G) defined by

Ex(/) = ideal generated by {R\(a)f\a &I,feA»x
a G}.
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(See [8, Proposition 9].) If in addition, / is G-invariant, then Ex(/) can be
identified with / xz

aG [8, Proposition 12]. Here we have engaged in a slight
abuse of notation and have used a to denote the obvious action of G on /, and
T to denote the twist on (/, G, a) obtained by composing T with the natural
map of^(A) into Jf(I). Similarly, we will write (A/1) xT

a G for the crossed
product of A11 by the action of G obtained from a with the twist arising
from the composition of T with the natural map of Jf(A) into ^(A/I).

Secondly, if Nz C H, we let E% = C0(G/H,A) xi* G be the imprimitivity
algebra defined in [8, Section 2]; the action of G on Co{G/H, A) is the diagonal
action, as(4>){rH) = atsWs'^rH)). Moreover, the natural representation of
A »l G on Eft defines a homomorphism, LH, of A »T

a G into ^(Efi). In
fact, the representation of A »z

a G induced from n on A x* H is obtained
by first inducting n to E%, then extending to ^(E%), and finally restricting
to the image of A x* G. Then we can define a continuous map, Ind#, from

*l H) to f(A xT
a G) by

Ind£(7) = {/ e A K G\L»{f) • EG
H C (I)EG»},

where (7)£« is the ideal of E% corresponding to / by [15, Theorem 3.1].
Recall that (G,Prim(A)) is a topological transformation group with the

(7-action given by s • P = {as(a)\a e P} [10, Lemma 1.3]. We will want to
look at crossed products which are ^//-regular. For our purposes A xz

a G is
^//-regular if every primitive ideal of A xr

a G is of the form Indgp(/), where
/ is a primitive ideal of A xT

a Gp and Gp is a stabiliser group for the action
of G on Prim(y4). For the complete definition of is/Z-regularity, the reader
should consult [8].

Let <!; be a C*-bundle over a locally compact Hausdorff space T with fibre
algebras {A,},€T (see [5, Section 1] or [7, Section 1] for the definition a C*-
bundle). Those C*-algebras which arise as the section algebra A = To(£)
of a C* -bundle 4 have recieved considerable attention over the years. For
example, such algebras have been studied under the name of "a maximal full
algebra of operator fields" in [13] and [6], and "the C*-algebra defined by
a continuous field of C"-algebras" in [3]. Fortunately, it follows from [7,
Proposition 1.6], that all these notions coincide. In particular, A may be
realized as the section algebra of a C* -bundle ^ over T if and only if there
is a continuous open surjection of Prim(A) onto T [13, Theorem 4].

The rest of this section will be devoted to proving

THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that £, is a C* -bundle over a locally compact Haus-
dorff space T with fibres {A,}t€T, and that A = Fo(^). If {A,G,a,x) is a
twisted C*-dynamical system such that (1) A »T

a G is EH-regular, (2) each
ideal I, = {a € A\a(t) = 0} is G-invariant, and (3) for each P e Prim(^), the
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group Gp/N-c is amenable, then A >\x
a G is the section algebra of a C*-bundle

over T with fibres {At x* G},€T-

Before proceeding with the proof of the theorem, a few remarks are in
order. As the statement of the theorem appears to be obvious, it is surprising
that the proof is not immediate. One easily obtains a Banach bundle over T
whose fibres are quotients of Ll(G,A), but it is unclear what happens when
passing to the C* -completion.

The approach here uses the characterization of section algebras over T in
terms of the topology on the primitive ideal space due to R. Y. Lee men-
tioned above. Notice that, if G is amenable, then A x* G is ^iZ-regular by
[12]. In fact, when G is amenable the proof of the theorem follows almost
immediately from [8, Proposition 13(ii)]. However, the added generality in
the statement of the theorem will be useful in the next section.

Notice that the natural action of CQ(T) on A allows us to define homo-
morphisms, RT of C0(T) into J?(A Wa G), and R% into J^{E%). In fact, it is
not difficult to check that the resulting actions of CQ{T) are non-degenerate
on A >ix

a G and Eft. Moreover, since the /, are G-invariant, both RT(Co(T))
and RJ{CQ{T)) are central. The next lemma is an immediate consequence
of these remarks.

LEMMA 2.2. If L and M are irreducible representations of A xz
a G and E%

respectively, then there are t and s in T such that L(RT(<f>)f) = <j>(t)L{f) and
for all <f> e C0(T), fGA^aG

The next lemma is the essential fact needed for the proof of the theorem;
it is the only place amenability or £//-regularity is required.

LEMMA 2.3. In the same situation as Theorem 2.1, ifF is any subset ofT,
then

PROOF. We clearly have (f]F It) »T
a G c f]F(I, x£ G). If the lemma were

false, there would be a g contained in the right-hand side, but not in the
left. By is//-regularity, there is a primitive ideal of the form P — Ker(L),
and L = Ind^(7i) with H/Nt amenable such that P contains (f]F I,) xT

a G and

Let t € T be the point associated to L by Lemma 2.4. Clearly, t e F. We
will make use of the following fact: if C is a closed subset of T and JQ the
ideal of functions in CQ(T) vanishing on C, then (f|c It) »T

a G = Ex(f|c h) —
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Ex(Jc • A) - RT(JC) • A *l G. Applying this observation with C = {t}
and using [15, Theorem 3.1], it follows that (/, xx

a H)E» = Mf(J,) • E%. In
particular, since LH(RT(<j>)f) = R»{<j>)LH{f), g € Ind£(/, x* H) = {/ e
A xT

a G\LH(f) • E% c R%(J,) • E%}, for each t e F. Since H/Nr is amenable,
ItKH = Ex" (/,) = Ind" (/,) by [8, Proposition 13(ii)]. Since Ind£ and
Ind"t are intersection preserving [8, Proposition 9], g e Ind^((f)f It) *>„ H)-
In short, LH{g)E% c Rtf(JF) • E%, where JF is the ideal of functions in
C0{T) vanishing on F (hence T). Since t e T, it follows that L(g) = 0, a
contradiction.

PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. Lemma 2.2 allows us to associate a unique el-
ement of T with each primitive ideal of A x* G; the resulting map from
Prim .4 »l G onto T will be denoted by p. It will suffice in view of [13,
Theorem 4], to show that /? is continuous and open. In that case, A x£ G is a
section algebra over T with fibre algebras A »x

a G/It »T
a G. By [8, Proposition

8], these fibres are isomorphic to A, xT
a G.

Note that /? is essentially the restriction of the map R^: ^7~(A xT
a G) —>

y ( C 0 ( r ) ) to Prim(^ xz
a G), where flf is defined by

R'T(I) = {cf>e Co{T)\RT{4>)A xlGc I}.

Thus, p is continuous [8, Proposition 9].
Now suppose that & is open in Prim ,4 xi£ G, that tn $ fi(&), and that

tn —>• t. It follows from Lemma 2.4 that Itn xz
a G converges to /, xx

a G.
This implies that no primitive ideal in P~l{t) lies in if. This follows since
whenever /, x* G ^ J, for some ideal / in A x£ G, the same must eventually
be true for /,„ xi£ G. It follows that there is a primitive ideal, Pn D /,„ ><„ G,
such that Pn ^ J- Of course, fi(Pn) = tn. Thus fi(f) is open.

3. The structure of smooth crossed products

The purpose of this section is to study twisted crossed product algebras
for which the action of G on A is rather well-behaved. In order to apply
Theorem 2.1, it will be necessary to assume the stability groups are amenable.
In addition, we want the following condition to hold.

DEFINITION 3.1. G is said to act smoothly on A whenever Prim(A)/G is
almost Hausdorff(that is, every closed subset has a dense relatively open Haus-
dorff subset).
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This also implies that A xx
a G is quasi-regular [8, Corollary 19]. Therefore,

if the natural maps of G/Gp onto G • P, denned by rGp —• r • P, are homeo-
morphisms for each P € Prim ,4, then (G,A) is regular [8, page 223], and in
particular, EH-regular [8, Proposition 20]. In short, we may apply Theorem
2.1 to such algebras. A well-known theorem of Glimm [10], implies that if
G and Phm(A) are second countable and Prim(^4) is also almost Hausdorff,
then Definition 3.1 is equivalent to the natural maps of G/Gp onto G • P
being homeomorphisms for all P.

Recall that if A is separable, then Prim A is second countable. If A is
also type I, then Prim A is almost Hausdorff. However, for the moment we
assume only that the (/-action is smooth.

For convenience, we denote Prim(A)/G by F. Let a be the natural map
of Prim(^4) onto F. Recall that a is both continuous and open. Since F
is almost Hausdorff and Prim(,4) is locally compact, the discussion on page
125 of [10] shows that there is a family of open sets, {Us}, in F indexed by
ordinals {0 < 3 < do} such that

(a) 3 < A implies Us C Ux,
(b) UQ = 0 and USo = F,
(c) if 3 is a limit ordinal then, Us = \Jx<s Ux,
(d) Us+\\U$ is Hausdorff in the relative topology.
With respect to the above, we make the following conventions. For F

closed in F, let If — C\a(P)eF ^> a ^-invariant ideal of A. Let Is be the G-
invariant ideal of A equal to IVc. Denote the restriction of a to Prim/^ by as.
Note that as maps onto Us- Let Ps+\ be the restriction of a to ¥nm(Is+\IIs),
a locally closed (7-invariant subset of Prim(^). Of course, Ps+\ maps onto
Us+i\U3.

Notice that for each d, the maps as and fis+i are continuous and open.
Now let F be closed in Us+\\Us- By the continuity of fis+\,

If+i = f){P<=Prim(Is+l/Is)\Ps+l(P) € F}

is a (/-invariant ideal of Is+\/Is- In particular, since Us+i\Us is Hausdorff,
/£+1 is defined for each co € Us+\\Ug. We let As^1 denote the quotient of
h+ilh by Ii+X. Note that G acts transitively on Prim^f)

+1.

THEOREM 3.2. Let (A,G,a,r) be a twisted C*-dynamical system. Assume
that Axx

aG is EH-regular and that the groups, Gp/Nx, are amenable for each
P € Prim(/4). Then with the notation described above, {Is x* G} forms a
family of ideals in A xT

aG such that
(1) 6 < X implies Is xT

aG C IXKG>
(2) /„ Wa G = 0 and ISo *IG = A»IG.
(3) If 3 is a limit ordinal, then Is*T

aG is the ideal generated by {Ik x
r
a G}x<s,
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(4) (Is+l x* G)/(Is *l G) is isomorphic to {h+ilh) *„ G and is the section
algebra of a C*-bundle over Us+l\Ug with fibres A%+1 xT

aG, coe US+\\US.
Moreover, if L is an irreducible representation ofAxT

aG, then there is an
8 < do and a co e Ug+i\Ug such that L is the canonical extension of an
irreducible representation of AdJ~l x* G.

PROOF. Statement (1) follows from condition (a) above as Ex preserves
containment. Statement (2) follows immediately from condition (b). Since
Ex preserves arbitrary unions of ideals [8, Proposition 9], statement (3) fol-
lows from condition (c). We show that statement (4) follows from condition
(d). First, 7,5+1 xT

aG/Ig *lG is isomorphic to (Ig+i/Ig) *r
aG by [8] Proposition

12. Since fig+\ : Prim(/<5+1//(5) —> Ug+i\Ug is continuous and open, by [13,
Theorem 4], Ig+\/Ig is a section algebra over Ug+i\Ug with fibres A*+x, for
to e Ug+l\Ug. We now apply Theorem 2.1.

To prove the final assertion, we need only show that there is a 8 < do such
that L(IS xT

a G) - 0, while L(Is+\ *x
a G) ^ 0. Our assertion then follows as

any irreducible representation of a continuous field lives on a fibre [3, 10.4.4].
However, from (3) above, it is not hard to show there is a maximal ordinal,
8, with respect to the property that L(Ig x* G) = 0.

When G and Prim A are second countable and Prim A is almost Hausdorff,
then Glimm's theorem implies that P r i m ^ ^ 1 , which can be identified with
Pj\{co), is homeomorphic with G/GP for each Pea). Define Ps+1 = Pn
(h+\lh)> the primitive ideal of Ig+i/Ig associated to the identity coset by
this homeomorphism. By [8, Theorem 17], A6^ xx

a G is strongly Morita
equivalent to {A*J~l/Ps+l) xT

a Gp. If in addition, {G,A) is separable, then the
former algebra is actually isomorphic to {As

w
+l /Ps+l) xr

aGp®3Zr{L2{G/GP, /i))
[9, Theorem 2.13(i)]. Here 5?{L2(GIGP,n)) denotes the compact operators
on L2(G/Gp,fi), where ft is any quasi-invariant measure on G/Gp.

If in addition, the action of Gp is generalized inner, or more simply, if A,
hence As

w
+i, is GCR, then As

w
+l/Ps+l Wa GP is isomorphic to

by [8, Theorem 18]. For the precise definition of C*(G'P,C,?') the reader
should consult [8] pages 218 through 220 as well as Theorem 18. We point
out only that C*(G'P, C, x') is a quotient of the group C*-algebra of G'P, where
G'P is an extension of the circle group by Gp/NT. The representations of
C*(G'P, C, T') correspond exactly to (Tc-representations of Gp/Nx, where aw is
the (class of the) cocycle corresponding to the extension G'P.

Fortunately when A is abelian and T is trivial, these objects simplify a
great deal. As^x is seen to be Co{G • x) and thus, A%+1 xa G is isomorphic to
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C*{G,G/GX). We may apply [9, Corollary 8] to conclude that C*{G,G/GX)
is isomorphic to C*(GX) ®Jf{L2{G/Gx,n)) in the separable case.

We state two corollaries which illustrate these ideas.

COROLLARY 3.3. Suppose that (G, Q.) is a second countable locally compact
transformation group. lfC*(G, Q) is type I, then C* (G, Q) has the structure in-
dicated in Theorem 3.2 with Ai+l xaG isomorphic to C*(GX)®JT(L2(G/GX)),
where x e co.

PROOF. If C*(G,Ci) is type I, then Q./G is To by [11]. The action of G is
smooth by Glimm's theorem [10].

The next corollary is due to Takesaki [16] and, when (G,A) is separable
and A is GCR, it holds without any amenability assumptions. We include it
here primarily as an example of the use of Theorem 3.2.

COROLLARY 3.4. Suppose that {A, G, a) is a C* dynamical system such that
each stability group for the action ofG is amenable. In addition, assume that
G acts smoothly and the natural maps ofG/Gp onto GP are homeomorphisms
for each P. Then AxaG is type I if and only if(As+l/Ps+i) »a GP is type I
for every P e Prim(^). If, in addition, A is type I then AxaG is type I if and
only if every aw-representation ofGp is type I for every P e Prim(^).

PROOF. By the previous theorem, we need to show that every represen-
tation of Afj~l x a G is type I for each a. However, As^x xa G is Morita
equivalent to (A%fl/Ps+l) xaGp by the result of Greens' mentioned above.
The first assertion follows from this.

We note that the fact that PrimAs+i is homeomorphic to G/Gp implies
Pd+X is maximal in As+l. Thus, if A is type I, A^+l/Ps+i is isomorphic
to 5?(%f), the algera of compact operators on some Hilbert space. Thus,
(As+i/Ps+l) xa GP is Morita equivalent to C*(G'P,C, T') when A is type I.
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